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Recently, a customer had a question about using the ‘Classify by Range’ (TerraScan -> Classify -> 

Routines -> Classify by Range) classification routine with terrestrial scanner (tripod-mounted static 

scanner) data.  This tool classifies points based upon each point’s respective range from the scanner’s 

position at the moment of collection.  This tool was designed to improve mobile LIDAR point cloud 

processing by eliminating the less dense and lower accuracy points that exist furthest from the sensor.  

This capability is also needed when processing data derived from a stationary scanner.  This tool 

requires trajectory information.  Unfortunately, static scanners do not have this kind of information.  A 

very short trajectory could be constructed for the scanner position, but this also requires that the data is 

time-stamped as well, which may not be the case with this kind of scanner. There are alternatives to this 

option, that can accomplish the same goal with minimal fuss. 

One could manually place a MicroStation design element using the ‘Place Active Point’ drawing tool at 

the 3D location of the scanner (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1: Manual scanner position placement 

Next, one could use the ‘Compute Distance’ (TerraScan -> Tools -> Compute Distance) command to 

assign distance values to the points based on their 3D distance from the design element representing 

the scanner position (Figure 2). This would be done using the ‘linear elements’ option even though the 

element is a point, since in MicroStation a point is simply a line with zero length. 

http://www.terrasolid.com/guides/tscan/index.html?crbyrange.php
http://www.terrasolid.com/guides/tscan/index.html?mwcomputedistance.php
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Figure 2: Data displayed by distance from the scanner 

Lastly, one would run the ‘Classify by distance’ (TerraScan -> Classify -> Routines -> Classify by Distance) 

routine to classify the points within an adequate distance to the sensor to be used for further processing 

(Figure 3). Or conversely, classify to noise those points beyond an acceptable distance from the scanner.  

 

Figure 3: Post classified by distance: Green- usable data; Red: rejected data 

In addition to this manual placement and use of the distance tools, there is a new (as of TerraScan for CE 

version 017.008) command available in the Trajectories dialog called ‘Import scanner positions’ 

(TerraScan -> Manage Trajectories -> Tools -> Import Scanner Positions).  This tool imports the positions 

of tripod-mounted scanners (Figure 4). This information must be in a space-delimited text file following 

the “number easting northing elevation” order, where the positions are in the same coordinate 

reference system as the laser data. 

http://www.terrasolid.com/guides/tscan/index.html?crbydistance.php
http://www.terrasolid.com/guides/tscan/index.html?import-scanner-positions.php
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Figure 4: Import scanner positions dialog 

Once the scanner position is imported, the ‘by Range’ classification routine can be conducted on the 

points. 

Either of these methods provides a means for helping to clean terrestrial scanner point cloud data using 

the TerraScan software module. For more information on anything found in this article, please contact 

support@geocue.com.  
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